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Executive Summary

Some privacy advocates urge the adoption of a new legal regime for the transfer of information about consumers among private-sector databases. This "mandatory opt-in" regime would require private businesses to ask for a consumer's permission before trading information about that consumer, such as his buying habits or hobbies, to third parties. This would, in effect, create new privacy rights.

These new rights would conflict with our tradition of free speech. From light conversation, to journalism, to consumer credit reporting, we rely on being able to freely communicate details of one another's lives. Proposals to forbid businesses to communicate with one another about real events fly in the face of that tradition.

New restrictions on speech about consumers could disproportionately hurt small businesses, new businesses, and nonprofits. Older, larger companies have less need for lists of potential customers, as they have already established a customer base.

We have no good reason to create new privacy rights. Most private-sector firms that collect information about consumers do so only in order to sell more merchandise. That hardly constitutes a sinister motive. There is little reason to fear the growth of private-sector databases.

What we should fear is the growth of government databases. Governments seek not merely to sell merchandise but to exercise police and defense functions. Because governments claim these unique and dangerous powers, we restrict governments' access to information in order to prevent abuses. Privacy advocates miss the target when they focus on the
growth of private-sector databases.

**New "Phone Book" Raising Serious Privacy Issues**

Palo Alto, CA--Alarmed by the "ever-shrinking security and rights of individuals in the information age," the Palo Alto-based group Citizens For Privacy is calling for strict controls to be placed on "phone books"--printed directories of all the telephone numbers in a specified area. "With this new piece of technology," CFP head Nadine Geary said, "anyone could know your phone number in literally seconds." Exacerbating the situation, Geary said, is the fact that, in many cases, the subject's address is also printed right next to the number. "If this device is allowed to be distributed," Geary said, "literally anyone would be able to track you down at any time. It's frightening."

The Onion

Should private companies be permitted to keep information about customers' buying habits and identities and share that information with other businesses? Or do we own such information about ourselves, giving us the right to control its transfer from one business to another?

This paper explores the tangled moral and economic issues surrounding the collection and transfer of information about consumers by businesses using the Internet and other networks. It concludes that we have little to fear from private collection and transfer of consumer information; our attention should shift to threats from government databases.

One survey reports that the number of people "somewhat concerned" about threats to their privacy (government and private) grew from 64 percent in 1978 to 82 percent in 1995. Internet users' concerns about what might happen to data collected from them online may be holding back electronic commerce. But some "feel that the public's concern for privacy is like the River Platte, a mile wide but only an inch deep."

Public concern about data collection may have shifted from government databases to private databases. Journalists, who usually fail to distinguish between the two types of databases, bear at least some responsibility for this. One observer comments that "the public's concerns are fueled by a steady supply of articles and television programs about the dire
implications of data-driven marketing. 'The right to privacy has all but disappeared,' says a typical account in USA Today, 'sacrificed on the altar of customer service and corporate profits.'

But this paper will argue that there is no justification for regulating the collection and use of data by the private sector. Regulations intended to protect privacy by outlawing or restricting the transfer of consumer information would violate rights of free speech. The formal mechanisms that businesses have developed to transfer information about consumers, borrowers, and other businesses serve valuable economic and social purposes formerly served by person-to-person informal information networks.

Furthermore, the creation of new privacy rights such as mandatory opt-in and restrictions on the sale of lists of customer information would have pernicious economic effects. Well-established, older companies that have collected consumer information for years would have an advantage over new companies, which, to get started, must rely on lists that sort consumers by their interests and preferences. Some more extreme regulatory solutions that would bar the use of existing customer lists are no better; they would make marketing as a general matter much more burdensome, which again would work to the advantage of established companies.

Although some laws intended to protect privacy would clearly be harmful, not all concerns about privacy lack merit. Government-run databases present a terrible danger to civil liberties. Consumers have long-held expectations, backed by contract and custom, that information given to professionals such as doctors and lawyers will be kept confidential. This paper, however, focuses on private rather than government databases, and on ordinary transactions (say, the purchase of shoes or garden supplies) rather than contracts for professional services.

The Dubious Origins of Privacy

Scholars in the area of medical ethics have long explored the idea of privacy as one's right to give consent before information about oneself is relayed to third parties, a context where the idea clearly makes sense. Increasingly, though, privacy advocates assert that people have a general right to control the use of information about themselves, implying that
anyone wishing to transfer or collect almost any kind of information should first get the permission of the person whom the information concerns. This analysis focuses on that specific concept of "privacy," though privacy can be (and probably should be) otherwise defined.

Outside the medical context, the idea of privacy as applying to personal information has very dubious origins. From ancient Athens to the late 19th century, the enforcement of laws protecting private property naturally provided protection for privacy. Generally, privacy was not considered a right independent of property rights, as long as those collecting the data were in the private sector. There were, however, limitations on the power of governments to collect information, such as the Fourth Amendment.

Following the publication of an article by Louis D. Brandeis (later Justice Brandeis) and Samuel D. Warren in 1890, statutes and the common law increasingly began to recognize rights to privacy independent of ordinary physical property rights. The authors' inspiration was their concern that "the press is overstepping in every direction the obvious bounds of propriety and of decency"--a concern echoed today in the outcry against the "paparazzi." Warren, in particular, was irritated to find details of his home life described in the society pages of the Boston press. Brandeis and Warren argued in favor of the creation of a new kind of property right in personal information. Among other unfortunate omissions, however, they failed to consider whether creating new rights to restrict the press would violate principles of free speech.

The Brandeis and Warren article gave birth to a hodge-podge of privacy torts. Some states enacted privacy statutes of limited scope. Even in later years, courts and commentators only occasionally recognized the conflict between privacy and free speech. Fortunately, though, the new torts and statutes were narrowly defined. The general rule remains that human beings enjoy the freedom to converse and trade information about one another in most contexts, as they have always done.

Recent Developments in Privacy

Fear of new computer network technology (especially the Internet) has combined with the development of databases that use this technology to provide a powerful emotional impetus for the creation of new privacy rights that potentially affect all
Privacy groups have made the public aware that web sites can surreptitiously collect and keep information such as a visitor's e-mail address. Yahoo offers a service that identifies the name associated with a given phone number, like a reverse phone directory. Internet commerce raises the growing possibility that businesses will be able to track an individual's purchasing habits and credit information without that individual's knowledge.

In response to concerns about the use and abuse of personal information, politicians and activists have proposed regulation on a number of fronts. Several senators wrote to ask the Federal Trade Commission to investigate whether "the non-consensual compilation, sale, and usage of data-bases" is "a violation of private citizens' civil rights" and whether the databases are "subject to unlawful usage" and "create an undue potential for fraud on consumers." Currently, consumers have the right to opt out of list sales, though few exercise it. Some privacy advocates favor a rule, the opt-in rule, that requires consumers to explicitly consent to the collection and transfer of information about themselves. A similarly restrictive rule has been adopted by the European Union, whose member countries must comply with it by 1998.

On January 7, 1997, Rep. Bruce F. Vento (D-Minn.) introduced the Consumer Internet Privacy Protection Act of 1997 (H.R. 98). The bill states that "an interactive computer service shall not disclose to a third party any personally identifiable information provided by a subscriber to such service without the subscriber's prior informed written consent." The bill defines "written consent" narrowly, as "a statement--

(A) in writing and freely signed by a subscriber;

(B) consenting to the disclosures such service will make of the information provided; and

(C) describing the rights of the subscriber under this Act."

Many web sites now obtain the consumer's consent by e-mail registration form; the bill would outlaw that practice; online business would be clumsily interrupted by a paper and postage
requirement. Furthermore, online services would be required to provide an express opt-out for subscribers at any time.\textsuperscript{28} The bill would empower the FTC to investigate violations of the act and issue cease and desist orders.

Rep. Billy Tauzin (R-La.) has also introduced legislation to create new privacy rights on the Internet. The Data Privacy Act of 1997 requires the interactive computer service industry to develop guidelines as to how they will notify consumers before collecting any "personally identifiable information."\textsuperscript{29} The guidelines would require the industry to allow consumers to track the transfer of their personal information to third parties and to obtain the consent of consumers before disclosing that information. The bill contains additional restrictions on collection of information from children,\textsuperscript{30} and to allow consumers to opt out of the network of personal information collection and transfer to third parties.

Other proposals to establish mandatory opt-in would not directly involve congressional action but would instead rely on a variety of types of industry "self-regulation."\textsuperscript{31} Former FTC commissioner Christine Varney favored "voluntary systems of standards or ratings, whether for privacy or content . . . backed up with strong government enforcement against misstatement as either deception or fraud."\textsuperscript{32}

Note, however, that if regulators threaten to punish those who do not "self-regulate" as expected, "self-regulation" becomes government regulation by another name.\textsuperscript{33} National Telecommunications Information Administration chief counsel Barbara Wellberry says, "We favor self-regulation, but self-regulation with teeth. But people say self-regulation, and that's the end of the conversation. We're looking at self-regulation more analytically: to see where it works, where it may not work."\textsuperscript{34} This level of scrutiny of the industry hardly qualifies as deregulatory, whether one calls it "self-regulation" or not.

Some privacy advocates favor even more heavy-handed regulation, such as the creation of a federal privacy agency or office or special protections for children.\textsuperscript{35} Departing from its professed commitment to industry "self-regulation," the FTC itself recently ruled it would "likely be an unfair practice" for a Web site to collect "personally identifiable information such as name, e-mail address, home address or phone number, from children and sell or otherwise disclose such identifiable information to third parties without providing parents with adequate notice . . . and an opportunity to control the collection and
use of the information." Because, as recognized in the recent court challenges to the Communications Decency Act, it is very difficult or impossible for Web sites to identify the age of visitors, the FTC decision might have far-reaching implications for adults as well. There is no First Amendment objection to true self-regulation, that is, industry self-regulation without the threat of government involvement. By contrast, mandatory opt-in, enforced by direct or indirect regulatory pressure, makes no moral sense and would do real economic harm.

The Conflict between Privacy and Free Speech

Cordonning off information behind a wall of new privacy rights violates principles of free speech, threatening to shrink the total domain of freely flowing information.

Humanity's established freedoms have always included, with only narrow exceptions, the right of human beings to learn about one another. In the course of a single day, an individual collects an enormous amount of information about people he encounters—their age and appearance, their manner of speaking and dressing, and their actions and preferences. Except under rare circumstances, he will feel no obligation to ask anyone's permission before relaying the information he has collected to a third party, however embarrassing that might be to the subject of their conversation ("Did you notice that Bob Jones's suit was absolutely covered with dog hair?").

Journalists have no general obligation to get anyone's permission before writing a story about her activities, even though that story and the details of the person's life that they report may be very personal and are sold for commercial value. Journalists have often used information available over computer networks to develop and track important news stories. The newspaper may be penalized if the information violates copyright laws, is defamatory, or violates other common law rights, but these exceptions are very narrow (and themselves often collide with First Amendment rights of free speech). No general "consent" requirement applies.

Regardless of how one defines privacy, "one aspect of privacy is the withholding or concealment of information." A country that takes the freedom of information seriously cannot properly prohibit one business from communicating information about real events and real people to other businesses. If one buys a lawn mower from Sears, the sale of the lawn mower is an
actual event involving a real person. The view that information such as the purchaser's name, address, and buying habits should not be recorded and transferred without his consent conflicts with the general rule that facts and ideas, including our names and addresses, remain free for all to collect and exchange. Attempts to restrict the transfer of information thus run headlong into our rights to free speech.  

The following sections explore the main arguments for overriding free speech rights to create new privacy rights in more detail. Many people learning of the existence of a collection of personal data about themselves feel uneasy. "The notion of having others poke into our lives, record it and sell to their own benefit is ethically disturbing." But creating new privacy rights cannot be justified simply because people feel vague unease.

The Economic Role of Consumer Data Compilation--and Gossip

The creation of an entirely new legal regime is hard to justify under any circumstances. Privacy advocates have tried to justify the creation of a new privacy regime by arguing that consumer databases present a new or unique problem. In making these arguments, however, privacy advocates immediately run into difficulty. There is an obvious similarity between the information collected in databases about consumers and the information we regularly exchange with one another informally ("Mrs. Horton has a new car!"). For the vast majority of people, the casual exchange of this type of information--commonly called "gossip"--is not an evil great enough to justify regulation. So privacy advocates must argue that gossip is fundamentally safer, more trivial, and of much less economic consequence than the new databases. But as the following discussion shows, private-sector databases have consequences similar to those of gossip, can serve the same economic and social functions, are more likely to be accurate, and are less likely to contain errors motivated by malice.

Are Private-Sector Databases Worse Than Gossip?

Advocates of the creation of new privacy rights argue that the compilation of data about consumers does more damage than gossip because it takes place on a larger scale. Brandeis and Warren argued that "as long as gossip was oral . . . [one's]
peace and comfort were . . . but slightly affected by it." The same view is echoed today:

Twenty years ago, say, the local butcher might know that Mrs. Jones bought a ham every Saturday. That was, in a sense, public information. Yet it was not widely available. Perhaps the butcher let the mustard merchant know about Mrs. Jones; but there was no easy way for just anybody, out of idle curiosity or for any other reason, to find out. This is changing.

Another advocate adds that "new retail distribution of sensitive personal information to the public at large increases the social risk of exposing previously private information to friends, colleagues and enemies." But one cannot meaningfully distinguish consumer databases from gossip on the grounds that gossip causes no harm. Historically, gossip exchanged within small communities could cause terrible harm indeed, because public commentary within those communities had powerful influence over others' lives. One anthropologist notes that in an isolated Spanish village,

People live very close to one another under conditions which make privacy difficult. Every event is regarded as common property and is commented upon endlessly. . . People are virtuous for fear of what will be said.

Returning to the butcher example, if buying ham were considered controversial within Mrs. Jones's religious community, her reputation could suffer great damage. "When individuals are dependent on one another for cooperative hunting, farming, herding, or for access to wage labor, gossip and the reputations it creates can have serious economic consequences."

The collection of such information on a large scale in a ham seller's modern database is less likely to have a harmful impact on Mrs. Jones's life than is gossip, since few of the people who have access to the information will particularly care about Mrs. Jones or have power over her, especially if Mrs. Jones is a typical resident of a large, anonymous urban community. Even if she lives in a small town, the employees of the creator of the database usually will not live anywhere close by.

Commercial compilations of data about consumers are likely to be much more accurate than gossip. Companies in the business
of collecting and selling consumer information, whether it relates to purchasing habits or credit history, have an incentive to sell correct information. Errors will occur, but (in contrast to gossip) those who maintain commercial databases have a concrete profit incentive to get the details right.

Many complaints about private databases surface when people find errors in their credit reports. But the evidence suggests that, on the whole, rates of error in credit reports are low. Two highly publicized but biased studies misleadingly report high rates of error in credit reporting (from 30 to 50 percent).\textsuperscript{47} A 1991 study by Consumers Union relied on its own employees and their acquaintances to review their own credit reports and report "inaccuracies." Consumers Union did not check whether those claims of inaccuracy were true or false, however, or try to identify the source of the errors.\textsuperscript{48} Ralph Nader's Public Interest Research Group also failed to select a random sample, instead estimating an error rate from a sample of consumers who had paid to review their credit reports--people who probably had reason to suspect they would find errors.\textsuperscript{49} A more rigorous study of 15,703 consumers, conducted by Arthur Anderson \& Co., showed that the true error rate is probably as low as 1 percent.\textsuperscript{50}

Finally, databases of information about consumers tend to be much more impersonal and protective of consumer privacy than gossip. Companies that collect information about consumers carefully protect that information in order to save their investment from competitors. These measures also preserve consumer privacy. When the company sells the use of its list to a direct marketer, it does so through a third-party "fulfillment house." The fulfillment house is in the business of compiling lists, creating mailing labels, and attaching those labels to the mail to be sent out; the marketer does not even see the list or the labels, let alone the information in the files. To preserve its reputation in the industry, the fulfillment house must protect the company's list from disclosure. Companies enforce this by "seeding" the lists with dummy entries, usually fake names and real addresses. If those addresses begin getting mail from competitors, the company knows that the fulfillment house has betrayed the secrecy of its list.\textsuperscript{51}

In every respect, then, databases of consumer information are likely to be substantially less harmful than gossip. If we do not regulate the exchange of personal information in private conversation, we cannot justify regulation of consumer databases.
The Social and Economic Function of Gossip and Databases

The preceding section discusses the "harm" of gossip or databases from the perspective of the person being gossiped about or reported on. This section compares the economic function of gossip and databases from the standpoint of the community. From that standpoint, the consequences of gossip or databases might be not harmful but beneficial. If I learn through gossip or a database that the babysitter I was about to hire is a convicted pedophile or even a TV-watcher with little interest in children, this benefits me, though it "harms" the pedophile or couch potato.

Anthropologists observe that gossip, defined as "informal, private communications between an individual and a small, selected audience concerning the conduct of absent persons or events," holds communities together. In nonliterate societies, gossip can be an important means of storing community history. Gossip serves not only a social but an economic function; in societies where food is scarce, gossip centers around food distribution.

As illustrated by the butcher example above, gossip and other informal personal contacts serve an important function in more advanced economies, such as that of the United States in the 19th century. Entrepreneurs could increase their sales by acquiring information about their customers. Customers relied on their neighborhood banker, known since childhood, to give them credit. They could return again and again to the same stores for personalized service.

Today, however, most residents of the United States can escape neighborhood gossip by moving to the anonymity of the city. Many business exchanges occur between strangers who will never meet again. This has many benefits, as "formal freedoms and growing wealth allow people to flee the oppressive constraints of family, local community, or figures of petty authority, for the anonymity--and anomie--of life in large metropolitan areas." But the new world of strangers has costs as well, as noted by Adam Smith:

While a man remains in a country village his conduct may be attended to, and he may be obliged to attend to it himself. . . . But as soon as he comes to a great city, he is sunk in obscurity and darkness. His conduct is observed and attended to by nobody, and he is
therefore likely to neglect it himself, and to abandon himself to every low profligacy and vice.\textsuperscript{55}

Today, informal networks like gossip cannot provide the consumer information entrepreneurs want to use to increase their sales or to process a request for credit.

In the new world of automated commerce, more formal electronic networks will naturally replace gossip. Economists have documented how formal networks for checking credit and assessing the reliability of goods have grown out of informal networks. \textit{Dun & Bradstreet}, which reports on the creditworthiness of businesses, originated with Lewis Tappan, who managed credit accounts in his brother's silk business and who exchanged letters with 180 correspondents throughout the country about the creditworthiness of businesses in their communities.\textsuperscript{56} Forty years ago community-based nonprofit organizations handled consumer credit reporting, now handled by three nationwide for-profit firms.\textsuperscript{57}

The evolution of formal information networks such as consumer credit reporting has important benefits for the public as a whole. Even the poor or those who are not well known in a given community may buy on credit, a relatively recent and beneficial development.\textsuperscript{58} The existence of credit reports gives consumers an incentive to make payments on time, which means that businesses can lower the losses they suffer from default.\textsuperscript{59}

Once, the butcher knew of Mrs. Jones through gossip and direct interaction. Today, he and his competitors learn about consumers from customer profiles, lists, and credit reporting services. The formalization of the collection of information about consumers portends nothing sinister. Databases are a natural entrepreneurial adaptation to a more urban world, freed of small-town gossip.

\textbf{The Economic Consequences of Mandatory Opt-In}

Because trade in consumer information serves an important economic function, regulatory obstacles to collecting this information can have hidden economic costs.\textsuperscript{60}

Suppose that policymakers set the default rule for the collection of information such as names and addresses so that consumers had to give their explicit consent to use such information. If a substantial number of customers refused to allow
information about them to be transferred to third parties (or simply did not bother to opt in), lists would cost more or disappear altogether. One article predicts that under an opt-in regime the compilation of information would be taken over by "only a handful of companies with unique brand franchises, strong relationships with their customers, or radically new strategies." Developments in Europe, where regulations strictly limit the transfer of personal information, suggest that a mandatory opt-in regime would nearly wipe out direct marketing.

The mandatory opt-in rule would favor larger and older companies at the expense of newer, smaller ones. Established companies could afford more costly lists more easily than could small companies. And established companies would also have less need for lists, since they would have been in business long enough to collect information on their own. The brunt of an opt-in law would thus be borne by small, new businesses or nonprofits struggling to establish a customer base. In one survey, 27 percent of respondents reported making a donation to a charity or a political cause in response to a mailed request. About the same percentage of the population makes purchases through direct mail. While that is not a majority, it constitutes a significant minority--tens of millions of people.

Under mandatory opt-in, firms that could afford to send direct mail would no longer be able to target it effectively. That would lead to fewer, more expensive options for those who shop at home--the elderly, the disabled, rural residents, and anyone without a car--because their mobility is restricted.

In a world without readily available, cheap marketing lists, it is doubtful that another company like Lands' End would ever be born. Mandatory opt-in could preclude, not only the development of new businesses, but the development of whole new business models and product lines designed to serve groups of customers that could never before be identified. Had mandatory opt-in rules been in place a hundred years ago, for example, consumer credit reporting might never have developed.

**Free Speech versus Property Rights in Personal Information**

You do not have the right to walk into your neighbor's house and make a political speech without his permission, or to spray paint a poem on the walls of an office building. In that
sense, others' property rights define our rights of free speech. The debate about the creation of new privacy rights must therefore also address property rights.

Opponents of private databases and direct marketing assert that those who collect consumer information steal the information from its rightful owners. One advocate argues that "the value in an individual's name belongs to the individual, celebrity and homeless alike. . . . My name is my property and, without my permission, my life is not for sale," and urges lawmakers to "forbid any sale of personal information without the permission of consumers. This is easiest done by defining personal information to be the property of consumers."66

Others make a similar argument couched in softer terms, that customers should have a "right to choose" whether their information is collected. Under that view, privacy should be an "assignable right." But however one phrases it, the argument that we own information about ourselves has fatal flaws.

The Argument Proves Too Much

First, the argument that information about oneself is property proves too much. If I have property rights in a book or an apple, then I can prevent others from using it, regardless of whether they intend to use the item for purposes of trade or sale or for any other purpose. If personal information such as a name is property, the implication is that the "owner" must give permission for every use or collection of the name, not just commercial uses.

Suppose that I meet someone at lunch, learn his name, notice that he is wearing an expensive blue suit, and observe that he has very bad table manners. After lunch, I relate my observations to a coworker. Since the subject of my comments has not expressly given me permission to notice his characteristics or use his name, the "information is property" argument implies that I have "stolen" the information from him, or at least violated his right to choose what information about himself I will reveal--an absurd result.

One might argue in response that the subject of my comments by meeting me has implicitly given me permission to collect information about him. But if consent can be implied, there is no reason that it should not be implied in the commercial context as well. After all, most people know by now that credit
card companies, for example, exchange marketing and credit information with other companies, and more and more people are aware that online transactions can be recorded. Implied consent thus cannot save the "information is property" argument.

**The Value of Consumer Information**

One might argue that collection of information in a commercial context is different from collection of information in casual encounters, because the commercial information involves something valuable and the casual exchange of information in everyday encounters does not.

That argument also fails. First, the casual exchange of information about people we encounter on the street and in meetings certainly has value to us, although we might not normally place a dollar value on it.

Second, although commercial information does have monetary value (sellers of mailing lists, for example, typically charge from $.10 to $1.00 per name), the value does not somehow inhere in a person's name. Rather, the activities of marketers and list compilers create the value of the name. The name alone, without the economic activities of others, has little or no commercial value. The individual to whom the name refers has no more right than anyone else to claim that value, and in many cases less.

Third, information about a person's buying habits "belongs to" the person providing the product as well as the person consuming the product. To return to an earlier example, if someone buys a lawn mower from Sears (or asks about lawn mowers on Sears' Web site), two parties engage in the transaction—the customer and Sears. Why should the information about the sale belong only to the customer and not to Sears as well? If the customer were to complain about the transaction to Consumer Reports, he would not have to ask Sears's permission. Why cannot Sears boast of the transaction to its creditors?

**Contract, Copyright, and Free Speech**

One privacy advocate argues that prohibiting trade in mailing lists will not run afoul of the First Amendment because

The First Amendment does not allow anyone to trade in someone else's property without permission; it does
not allow the sale of books without the permission of the author, even one poem in an anthology. Direct marketing companies themselves treat mailing lists as their own property and usually "rent" them for one-time use. If mailing lists cannot be traded without permission when they are the property of the direct marketing companies, they should not be traded without permission when they are someone else's property.\footnote{68}

But this argument begs the question of whether we do own information about ourselves. Customarily, we simply do not.

The example of the ownership of books and poems is irrelevant. Books and poems are covered by copyright law, which protects only the author's original expression (her choice of words, phrases, and sentences)--not the facts and ideas that she expresses. One could not copyright the historical facts of the battle at Verdun; likewise, one would not be able to copyright the fact that one bought a lawn mower from Sears.

The example of the restricted resale of marketing lists likewise proves nothing. Once compiled, lists have commercial value, which the compiler preserves by insisting that those who rent a list use it only once. But that restriction is enforceable only against the party who rents the list and agrees to the terms of the contract. The list company could not prevent anyone from compiling the names and information on the list independently. The individual names and facts about those named never become the list compiler's property.

**Annoyance Is Not a Moral Imperative**

Free speech should be protected even when it annoys. Those who favor the creation of new privacy rights use their annoyance with direct marketing as a justification for regulation. They condemn the collection of consumer information out of fear that the creation of databases of consumer information will result in a deluge of junk mail and phone calls. They argue that direct marketing is somehow "unfair" or promotes consumerism, particularly when marketers target children. But these arguments do not provide a sound justification for government action; consumers face little or no danger from those who merely want to persuade them to buy things.

**The Triviality of Concerns with Direct Marketing**
Many people complain about the annoyance of direct marketing. One activist states, "Like most people, I receive a lot of 'junk mail' and 'junk calls.' These unrequested mails and telephone solicitations have little value to me. . . . As a consumer, I feel annoyed and defenseless in my own home." Similarly, in asking whether the effort of privacy advocates to raise awareness of privacy issues is "creating a spurious need [for privacy]," Esther Dyson answers, "everything tells us that customers feel more and more bewildered by the array of choices facing them."

But annoyance or confusion cannot provide a moral foundation for pro-privacy legislation. Much that annoys should clearly remain legal. Some are annoyed by whiny children in restaurants, or street merchants and musicians, or repeated requests from neighbors trying to borrow tools. Those who find junk mail annoying may complain loudly, but annoyance does not give anyone a moral imperative to regulate. Both "annoyance" and "confusion" are too trivial and too subjective to supply a moral foundation for the creation of new privacy rights.

First, we differ widely in what we find annoying or confusing. In one survey, 71 percent of 18- to 24-year-olds said they would like to receive mail on products that interested them; 68.7 percent of those aged 65 and over reported they would not. Another survey reported that 52 percent of consumers would be interested in subscriber-profiling activities over interactive networks that resulted in their receiving information about special offers.

Second, responses to survey questions about what is "annoying" or "confusing" may not be the best indication of the value of direct marketing. For example, many respondents may not realize the extent to which they "use" advertising mail from which they do not purchase any items. When I purchase clothing from one catalog, for example, I use similar catalogs to comparison shop. Even the information that certain products do not interest me can prove useful. I know from their direct mail that Neiman-Marcus's clothes are usually out of my price range, and that JC Penney's do not suit my taste. The process of comparison and elimination saves time and money, but it is probably a benefit of junk mail that many people overlook.

Third, the problem of junk mail, on a scale of human concerns, is trivial. We can deal with the annoyance of junk calls during the dinner hour by using caller ID, screening calls, or just hanging up. We can toss unwanted mail
in the wastebasket. New technology such as anonymous digital cash stored on "smart cards" will help people preserve their privacy in online transactions; \(^{74}\) "anonymizers" can let people cruise the Internet without revealing their identities. \(^{75}\)

In other words, we do not need the government to protect us from people and firms collecting information simply in order to offer us goods and services. Consumers face no real danger here.

**Marketing to Children Does Not Justify Regulation**

But what about children? The argument behind almost every restraint on free speech imposed on the electronic media, from the Communications Decency Act, to the V-chip, to the indecency restrictions on broadcasters, has been that children must be protected. Defenders of free speech quickly dismiss the argument that concern for children justifies restraints on adult freedoms when it comes to content controls on hate speech or speech with violent or sexual content. Ironically, some of the same groups that led the battle against the Communications Decency Act, which limited adult speech on the Internet in the name of protecting kids, are leading calls for government protection of kids in the form of privacy regulation, \(^{76}\) an inconsistency that borders on hypocrisy.

True, young children cannot distinguish commercial pitches from noncommercial entertainment, especially if no one has tried to explain the distinction to them. And they do have money—or can urge their parents to spend money. That attracts marketers, who have been known to collect information about children from Internet sites. \(^{77}\) Privacy advocates cite this as a justification for restrictions on the collection or transfer of marketing lists that contain information about children.

But the vulnerability of children is not a unique justification for restrictions on marketing, since myriad other speech activities may influence children. On the Internet, for example, children may encounter Ernst Zundel's assertions about Nazi UFO bases at the South Pole and other bizarre or frightening ideas such as those of the Heaven's Gate cult. \(^{78}\) Concerned parents should sit down with their children and explain the credibility of Internet pitches. Or they can buy software, like Net Nanny, that prevents their child from giving out information online such as names, addresses, and credit card numbers and that can block hate speech or sexual content. \(^{79}\) There is no unique need for government to regulate Web site content, whether
that content is commercial or indecent or political.

More fundamentally, do children face any real harm from marketing? The main risk seems to be that children might end up with a little more useless junk than they would have otherwise. This is just not a serious problem. Over time, children might—or might not—learn some valuable lessons from careless consumerism. Many children have been inexpensively educated about the pitfalls of mail order from the "Sea Monkeys" sold in comic books: to children's surprise, brine shrimp do not develop much personality or wear clothing, as the ads suggest.

Compared with most of the world, we live in an affluent society. We not only buy many things for our children, we also give our children their own money to spend. It makes little sense to morally condemn those who sell to children when we ourselves give children the means to buy. So regulation of marketing lists that contain information about children is no more justified than regulation of lists containing information about adults.

Abuse: Access by Criminals

Like other technological tools, private databases can be used for purposes for which they were not intended. A reporter using the name of a convicted child murderer, "Richard Allen Davis," obtained an address list of 5,000 school children from a commercial list seller. A woman was stalked and harassed by a convict employed to enter data in a private database. Does the possibility of undesirables accessing lists justify regulating everyone's access?

To some extent, penalties for procedures that tend to lead to abuses already exist. Irresponsible practices like the hiring of prisoners as data entry clerks leave companies open to lawsuits under the common law for simple negligence. Committing fraud and murdering children clearly remain illegal.

Would the danger of the abuse of lists justify a mandatory opt-in rule? Though such abuse is certainly real and not a trivial matter like "annoyance," mailing lists should not be singled out as the only area of concern. Public libraries contain information about how to make nuclear bombs. Newspapers contain extraordinary amounts of personal information that criminals could use. In one infamous case, an imprisoned pedophile used stories about children from small-town newspapers
to compile a list of 300 potential victims. But such dangers would not justify regulation of newspapers, even though convicts have much greater access to newspapers than to mailing lists. The First Amendment protects free speech, even though that right might be abused.

And one cannot argue that the compilation of information in lists for commercial purposes is different just because it serves a commercial purpose. The content of databases is not "commercial speech," because the lists themselves are not advertising—they are data. And the lists are used for political purposes or for nonprofit solicitations as well as for commercial advertising.

Restrictions on the collection of information for mailing lists, such as a mandatory opt-in rule, thus are classic "prior restraints" on content. The Supreme Court frowns on prior restraints on speech, allowing them only when publication would "surely result in direct, immediate, and irreparable damage to our Nation or its people." The abuse of mailing lists by stalkers or psychotics cannot justify a wholesale system of prior restraint on mailing lists. These invite abuse no more than other sources of information, such as newspapers or phone books.

### Why Government Databases Are Different

Most privacy advocates conflate private and government databases. Some people view private databases as worse than government databases. Leslie Byrne of the Office of Consumer Affairs compares private data collection to Big Brother, saying, "With the possibility of anonymous data gathering, companies have become Big Brother to many. It's more than controlling your life in a sci-fi way; it's selling your life."

But the claim that selling information about someone automatically involves seizing control of that person's life, or worse, cannot survive critical scrutiny. The First Amendment should protect the compilation of information in private databases. But government databases are different and should be tightly restricted. This section explores some of the philosophical distinctions between private and government databases, without attempting to provide detailed support for the more empirical claims that governments would abuse these databases.
Databases and the Constitution

The First Amendment protects citizens' rights to compile information in databases, just as it would protect their right to collect it in a diary or a book. Nowhere does the Constitution restrain the powers of private citizens to collect information. By contrast, some provisions of the Constitution, such as the Fourth Amendment, do constrain the power of government to interfere in our lives and collect information about us, consistent with the fundamental purpose of the Constitution to define and limit the power of government. The drafters of the Constitution saw government as a necessary evil and so established a system to limit the government's powers to those they had explicitly enumerated.

It is generally assumed that private citizens are permitted to take any action that law does not explicitly forbid, whereas the government is generally forbidden to take any action that the Constitution does not allow. Thus, restrictions on private data collection violate First Amendment protections of free speech, whereas restrictions on government databases or on government access to existing private databases simply fulfill the promise of the Fourth Amendment.

The Unique Danger of Government Abuse

Although both private and government databases can be abused, the abuse of government databases poses a more serious threat for one reason: government controls the courts, the police, and the army. Marketing agencies compile lists primarily to sell us things—a nuisance, perhaps, but little more than that. Governments compile lists primarily to enforce the law. Because the state claims so much more power than private parties—power that it then abuses—government databases pose terrible risks.

We can protect our privacy from private marketers by not getting credit cards or not ordering from catalogs. We can have our names removed from marketing lists. We can buy software to stop our kids from giving out information on the Internet. We can scream obscenities at direct marketers who call during dinner. But we dare not do that to the Internal Revenue Service. In the course of enforcing tax, highway, and public health regulations, the government has far more power to collect information than any private company, and more power to act on that information once it is collected.
Recent abuses of government databases demonstrate the danger. A Florida health worker distributed lists from a health database of AIDS patients in bars so the patrons could screen sexual partners. In Oregon, someone posted on the Internet a copy of state Department of Motor Vehicles records available for sale from the state for $222, enabling anyone to match a vehicle license number with the vehicle's registered user. In California, where Department of Motor Vehicles records were available on request, a stalker used them to locate and murder actress Rebecca Shaffer. A recent investigation of the IRS revealed the troubling tendency of its employees to snoop around in the agency's files to learn about their acquaintances' finances. The recent leaks of Federal Bureau of Investigation files to the White House provide another notorious example.

Interaction between Private and Government Data Networks: Social Security Numbers

The government creates special problems by assigning to every American citizen a universal identifying number, a Social Security number. Because no one can "opt out" of having a Social Security number, private-sector data collectors will inevitably use these numbers as universal identifiers for nontax purposes. In 1996 there was a public outcry when P-TRAK, which maintains a database available through LEXIS-NEXIS, announced its plan to include Social Security numbers in its database.

If we view private databases as fundamentally different from government databases, how should we view the private use of government-mandated identifying information? The widespread use of Social Security numbers as identifiers is a consequence of allowing a government data collection process to get out of control and develop uses it was never intended to serve. Social Security administrators should be restricted from releasing information about Social Security numbers to other agencies or to private parties, and state and local governments should be prevented from using these numbers on driver's licenses and other official documents.

Other restrictions on the proliferation of these numbers, such as prohibiting businesses from requiring customers to provide Social Security numbers, might also be appropriate. However, it is hard to see how all private uses of Social Security numbers could or should be prevented. If it is not unreasonable for gas stations to record the license number of a car making a purchase of gas on credit, it is arguably justifiable
for credit reports, for example, to contain identifying information such as Social Security numbers.

The long-term answer may be to limit the state's power to intervene in our lives; if, for example, the Social Security system were privatized, there would be no need for universal Social Security numbers.

**Conclusion**

As we go about our day-to-day affairs, we collect and process an enormous amount of information. This process is so natural and necessary to our lives that we take it entirely for granted. We see it as a serious threat only because advanced telecommunications technology lets us wander about the world in new, automated ways, and we realize that the collection of information has become mechanized as well. It is a mistake to view the collection of information as morally shocking simply because we have never noticed that it goes on.

Any law that restricts the compilation of information endangers free speech. Laws that make it more difficult and expensive to compile databases have a disproportionate impact on small and new businesses that cannot afford other means of growing.

The supposed "moral" justifications for restricting the compilation of customer information by private companies do not make sense. The main impulse behind the pro-regulation forces seems to be that commercial exchanges are somehow ignoble or wrong, a sentiment out of place in a country that owes so much to free enterprise.

We should focus our concerns about privacy on the dangers posed by government databases, not private databases. The danger to our civil liberties from government databases is vastly greater.
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